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Protect Our
Constitution

My Fellow Tennesseans,

Our Constitution is under threat from the Democratic
socialists running for President and their like-minded
counterparts in Washington, D.C. Make no mistake,
these socialists would work to impeach Supreme
Court justices, pack the federal bench with liberal
activist judges, eliminate the electoral college, limit
our religious freedoms, and more. In fact, they already
have.
Tennesseans understand how important it is to have
Constitutionalist judges on the bench. We have a
history of judges who follow the rule of law and do
not legislate their own agenda. When judges act
like lawmakers they rob you of your constitutionally
guaranteed rights to determine your future at the
ballot box.
That’s why President Trump has endorsed my
campaign. He knows Tennesseans value religious
freedoms, state’s rights, and Constitutionalist judges
on the Supreme Court and federal judiciary. I will
stand with President Trump and fight back against
the socialist Democrats who seek to destroy our
Conservative way of life.
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As you Senator, I will protect
our Constitution by:
 Confirming Constitutionalist Judges And

Justices Who Won’t Legislate From The
Bench

 Stopping Liberals From Packing The Court
 Reclaiming The 14th Amendment For Our

Unborn

 Safeguarding Religious Liberty And

Freedom

 Protecting Free Speech, Especially On

College Campuses

 Defending States’ Rights
 Fighting To Preserve The Electoral College
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As we continue to release more policy blueprints
detailing how I can best serve you in the United
States Senate, I encourage you to reach out and
share the most pressing issues you are facing
so we can implement real solutions. As your
Senator, I will always work for you, but I need your
help and input. I am grateful to the Tennesseans
who provided information for this blueprint, and
I look forward to seeing you all on the campaign
trail soon to talk more about how I will stand with
President Trump to defend our Constitution. If you
ever need to reach me, my email is
Bill@TeamHagerty.com.

Bill Hagerty
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Confirming Constitutionalist Judges
and Justices Who Won’t Legislate
From The Bench
President Trump made the right call in nominating Neil Gorsuch
and Brett Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court—we need more
judges like them, who will stick to the letter of the Constitution
instead of legislating from the bench. Nothing is more important
than appointing and confirming good constitutionalist judges
to the Supreme Court and federal judiciary. We need judges
who will honor the constitution and the liberties it guarantees
all Americans. As your next Senator, I will stand with President
Trump and vote for constitutionalist justices that are strict
constructionists who won’t legislate from the bench.
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Stopping Liberals From Packing
The Court
Since President Trump has taken office, he and the Republicanled Senate have confirmed nearly 200 federal judges. If given
the chance, the radical Democrats in Washington have avowed
to pack the courts with liberal judges who will legislate from the
bench instead of following the rule of law. We cannot allow this
to happen. With future appointments to the Supreme Court and
federal court, the President and Senate will dictate the shape
of the court for years to come. Tennessee needs a Senator who
will vote to confirm constitutionalist justices and judges who
respect the rule of law.
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Reclaiming The 14th Amendment For
Our Unborn

The 14th Amendment clearly says that no state shall “deprive
any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process
of law.” There’s no question that an unborn baby is a
human being, and so abortion is a clear violation of the 14th
Amendment. I have always said that abortion takes a human
life, and we must do everything we can to put an end to it. As a
father of four precious children, I am 100 percent pro-life and I
will always fight to be a voice for our voiceless and defend their
right for due process.
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Safeguarding Religious Liberty
And Freedom
All across the country, the liberal left is attacking our religious
freedom, even right here in Tennessee. Last November, the
ACLU sued the Smith County School System for allowing prayer
in our classrooms and at school events. This kind of attack on
religious liberty is reprehensible and cannot be tolerated. It
should always be our goal to protect religious liberty. I believe
in every circumstance we need to ensure the religious freedom
of an individual is protected and also ensure that people aren’t
discriminated against. In the Senate, I will work to protect
your religious liberty and ensure that no one is discriminated
against.
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Protecting Free Speech, Especially On
College Campuses
Far too often we have seen attacks on our right to free speech,
especially on college campuses. The liberal left has taken
things to new heights, attacking conservative speakers or
not letting them speak on college campuses because they
disagree with our views. This violence and attack on our
First Amendment rights must stop. To protect our right to
free speech, President Trump authored an Executive Order
to promote free and open debate on college and university
campuses. This Executive Order was a step in the right direction,
and as your Senator, I will support these initiatives to ensure
our right to free speech, especially on college campuses, are
protected.
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Defending States’ Rights
Under Barack Obama’s leadership, the federal government
created one-size-fits-all mandates for our education and
health care system, such as common core and Obamacare taking power away from our states. Since President Trump has
taken office, we have gotten the federal government out of our
lives by rolling back unpopular mandates and burdensome
regulations and given more power back to the states. I have
always believed it is better that these issues and others are
decided at the state level where legislation responds to the
unique circumstances of the citizens of a state.
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Fighting To Preserve The
Electoral College
The socialist Democrats running for president and extreme
liberals in Washington want to abolish the electoral college
to give more power to the liberal coastal elites. The radical
Democrats and coastal elitist bureaucrats want to silence the
voice of rural America. This attack on our Constitution is a threat
to our Democracy. As your Senator, I will fight to protect our
Democracy and ensure the Electoral College remains in tact.
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I’m proud to have President Trump’s complete and
total endorsement, and in the Senate, I will always
stand with him to to defend our Constitution.
B ILL

HA GERT Y
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Bill Hagerty has earned President Trump’s “complete and total” endorsement
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